


Iterative Design

Experimental systems design stages:
-Gaps between theory, simulations, lab experiments, fields 
experiments, and field deployments—related to amount of human 
intervention permitted to change the system. Failures are common in 
early phases (high risk/reward, low cost) and should be rare by end 
(high cost for system changes)
-research programs will loop through these stages as experimental 
results suggest new directions for theory; but don’t necessarily loop 
immediately—usually there are deliverables to first meet.
—for hardware, physical experiments must be performed to verify 
operation

Step 1: Deciding on priorities for design
-most important decision in design is what particular problems will 
system solve?
-can slightly different problems be addressed at much less cost and 
effort?
-who needs to be consulted or on the design team?
Formal high school/university lab report with objectives, theory, 
method, results, analysis and conclusion is not the best example: it’s 
mainly deterministic
In research by contrast:
-we don’t know the right questions; theory is incomplete; method 
depends on resources; team is critical.
Very difficult unless have some experienced team members: -past 
experience is excellent guide on what procedures are expected or not 
expected to work; classic team has senior manager (e.g., professor), 
some with mid level experience, and others who are more junior; junior 
members MUST ask questions about why it is planned the way it is, 
since this interaction among the whole team leads to a common 
understanding about what needs to be done.
-process of explaining things also leads to thinking about new 
solutions

Exercise: how is the Socratic method of learning by dialogue related to 
formulation of research problems?



Step 2: Design Iteration
Easy to modify objectives early on
Open discussion needed to adjust the design path
Large scale projects use variants of the design-gate process
In all stages need a verification and testing plan: need 
benchmarks, objectives, means of measuring them, what needs 
to be done to achieve them—this allows good decisions. Can’t 
decide without a goal and means to measure it!
Patches applied outside the basic design schema are often 
trouble

Important principle: re-use previously tested stuff.
Debugging consumes your time, even using trusted components! 
Can you really afford to validate an entire system?

Step 3 Simulation and Testing
Part of the iteration process is to discover which effects are 
important enough to worry about

Step 4: Users in the design team
Gives more eyes on the project: end-users participating early 
informs the objectives; ongoing interactions informs evolution of 
goals based on what’s feasible
Marketing is sometimes a proxy
Dialogue between developer and end-user often motivates new 
features or alternative solutions
User interfaces particularly need such interactions


